
MISSION: TO ADVANCE ECONOMIC PROSPERITY, HEALTH AND 
QUALITY OF LIFE IN INDIANA AND BEYOND.
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WHERE ENERGY GETS USED

4Source: Terzic, Branko. 2011. “Energy Independence and 
Security: A Reality Check.” Deloitte University Press. 



5Source: DOE, 2011. Buildings Data Book

COMMERCIAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION



INDUSTRIAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION
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EASY ENERGY EFFICIENCY
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IMPORTANCE OF A SYSTEMS APPROACH
Looking beyond individual components -- looking at the system 
as a whole

• Boiler vs. Steam System
• First Cost vs. Life Cycle Costs
• Pump vs. Water Pumping System
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A systems approach looks at all the parts of a systemAndLooks at all the costs of a systemSo in the case of a steam system, you don’t just look at the boiler, which could be very efficient, but also the use of steam.And in evaluating a purchasing decision, you don’t just look at the purchase price, but also all the operational costs of that system.



What are the 
system costs of an 
HVAC system?

SYSTEM LIFE CYCLE COST COMPONENTS
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discuss that each of the components of this air handling system has initial and operational costs. They all should be considered when evaluating a system.When making decisions about one system, we should be mindful of the fact that each component is likely to have an effect on the performance and operating cost of the other components.For example: the tanks at the bottom can be used to store cold water – this can decrease the amount of time the chiller runs during the day when electricity costs more.  The control system, shown here as a computer, allows you to control the operating parameters of the other units.   The efficiency of the chiller will affect the size and/or capacity of the cooling tower.Without flipping to the next pages, what costs would you anticipate a system such as this having?  Let’s put them into categories: To discuss the 4 life cycle costs – next slide



LIFE CYCLE COST COMPONENTS
1. Installation Costs

 Capital expenditure
 Expenses
 Labor
 Materials
 Engineering
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each of the components of the air conditioning system we saw in the previous diagram has four primary types of “costs” that should be considered in evaluating a new system.



2. Energy Costs
Based on:

 Efficiency 
 Operating hours
 Electricity rates 

Up to 8 times larger than installation cost

LIFE CYCLE COST COMPONENTS
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3. Maintenance Cost
Typically between 5% to 10% of installation 
cost annually

LIFE CYCLE COST COMPONENTS
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4. Lost Production Cost
 Lost sales & opportunities
 Overtime
 Late shipping charges
 Domino effect on just-in-time 

supply chains

LIFE CYCLE COST COMPONENTS
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mention that there are other variables that may be situation specific and will be covered later:DepreciationTax incentives/dis-incentivesUtility rebatesOther?Risk mitigation….



STORY PROBLEM: FOUR NEW FANS

Situation: Four fans in an HVAC system need to be replaced

Two options. Which is more cost effective?

Story Problem # 1
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Describe the plant and the system being considered: A new bag house dust collector that removes dust from the air stream of a particle board plant is needed to serve process expansion. Two options are being considered – explained on next slideIf you know nothing about fans, that is good, because the purpose of this exercise is to demonstrate that  we are often faced with options about which we know very little. We understand first costs, but though the horsepower and efficiency numbers might mean something to us, we generally don’t know what to do with them.This example is intended for industrial customers. If there are non-manufacturing in audience, suggest they consider this an air conditioning system with several smaller motors rather than 1.large one.  



Option #1: 
50 hp radial fans with flat blades
Total installation cost = $70,000
Fan efficiency = 55%
Resultant annual energy cost = $48,000
Annual Preventive Maintenance Cost = $1,000  

Option #2: 
40 hp radial fans with airfoil blades
Total installation cost = $105,000
Fan efficiency = 85%
Resultant annual energy cost = $30,000
Annual Preventive Maintenance Cost = $1,000  

STORY PROBLEM: FOUR NEW FANS
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Situation:	Four fans in a building air handler (AHU) need to be replaced. Two options have been proposed: Option 1: Four 50 hp, flat-bladed radial fans. Each fan is 55% efficient Cost $70,000  Option 2:Four 40 hp, airfoil-bladed radial fansEach fan is 85% efficientCost: $105,000.Encourage people to work in groups. Match financial with technical when possible  



A SIMPLE SYSTEM COST ANALYSIS
System Costs Option 1 Option 2

Installation Costs
(occurs in Year 1)                                                            A

1. Preventative Maintenance 
(recurring annual cost)                                                    1

2. Predictive Maintenance 
(recurring annual cost)                                                        2

3. Energy
(recurring annual cost)                                                      3

4. Lost Production                         
(recurring annual cost)                                                          4

Annual Cost              B = (1+2+3+4)

Cumulative Outlay end Year 1 =A+B

Cumulative Outlay end Year 2
= A+B+B

$70,000

$1,000 $1,000

$105,000

$31,000$49,000

$119,000 $136,000

$168,000 $167,000

$48,000 $30,000
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Life Time Costs
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Cumulative 
Savings $325K 



   

  

 

   

  

 

OVERALL SYSTEM COSTS OF OPTIONS
Option #2: Airfoil FanOption #1: Radial Fan

Lifetime Cost 
$725,000

Lifetime Cost 
$1,050,000

Energy

Initial Cost

Maintenance

20

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the life of the two units, a greater percentage of the larger cost of the first option is in energy costs.
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GOOD MAINTENANCE SAVES COSTS

 Preventive
 Predictive

22

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 



PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
Strategies to keep a healthy machine in peak 

performance include:

Lubricating bearings

Cleaning impellers and heat exchangers

Aligning shaft and pulleys

Visually inspecting machinery

Balancing impeller

23

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Directed large group discussion in which the instructor asks the participants to list the types of maintenance they do for their cars- which the instructor posts on a flip chart. The participants are then asked to identify the factory-related type of maintenance that most approximates what they listed. For example: Balance: car wheels/impellersLubricate:   /bearingsAlign: wheels/shafts and pulleys

http://www.goodway.com/hvac-blog/wp-content/uploads/2009/03/goodway_ram_5sf_60.jpg


Replacing filters

Maintaining electrical specifications

Adjusting linkages of valves/dampers

Verifying correct operation of dampers, valves, 
controls, automatic drains, and steam traps

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
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PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE
Advanced diagnostic strategies that can avoid an 
impending breakdown:

Infrared thermography of fan or motor bearings
Check strength of wiring insulation 
Dynamic analysis of the integrity of a motor

25

Normal Efficiency High Efficiency

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The instructor does the same thing for predictive maintenance by having the participants list health-related predictive tests and posting their items on the flip chart. In lieu of health example – stay with automotive analogyAgain, the participants are asked to identify the factory-related type of maintenance that most approximates what they listed. For example: [EKG] vibration monitoring of bearings[Blood work]oil analysis on compressors[X-ray] Infrared thermography on fan or motor bearings



 LOW-COST & NO-COST ACTIONS
IR inspection electrical panels
Vibration analysis of motors
Oil analysis on compressors

26

PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE



DOES MAINTENANCE MATTER?

Option #1:  An induced draft fan that 
receives basic preventive maintenance.

Versus

Option #2:  An induced draft fan that 
receives predictive maintenance plus more 
frequent preventive maintenance.

27

Story Problem #2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Divide into Small groups review a case study of two fan systems, one that is not maintained versus one that is tightly maintained using preventive and predictive maintenance.Option A:	An induced draft fan that costs $40,000/year to operate serves a boiler. Twice a year, it receives the following preventive maintenance:  The bearings are greased, the motor is cleaned, and the bearings in the dampers are greased. Last year, the fan broke down due to a bearing failure. This breakdown caused a five- hour production outage. Lost production cost $10,000/hour.  Similar outages are anticipated every two years unless something changes.  The cost of the preventive maintenance is $500 twice a year. Preventive Maintenance = $________/yr_   Lost Production = $ __________/yr   Option B:An induced draft fan that costs $40,000/year to operate serves a boiler. Three times a year, it receives the following preventive maintenance:  The bearings are greased, the motor is cleaned, and the bearings in the dampers are greased. It receives the following predictive maintenance: The bearings are monitored for vibration once a month.The electrical supply is checked every other year. Last year, vibration monitoring picked up a faulty bearing, which maintenance was able to change out during a brief planned outage. A failure was avoided, so there was no lost production time.  Two years ago, a check of the electrical supply found that one of the connections in the electrical panel had worked itself loose and was causing a voltage unbalance. The situation was corrected before the motor sustained any damage.  The cost of the preventive maintenance is $500 three times a year.  The cost of the predictive maintenance includes $200 every month for vibration monitoring and $500 every other year to check the electrical supply. Preventive Maintenance/year = $ ___________            Predictive Maintenance/year = $ ___________ 



Option #1:  
An induced draft fan that costs $40,000/year to operate 
serves a boiler. Twice a year, it receives the following 
preventive maintenance:

 The bearings are greased 
 The motor is cleaned
 The bearings in the dampers are greased

Last year, the fan broke down due to a bearing failure. This 
breakdown caused a five- hour production outage. Lost 
production cost $10,000/hour.  Similar outages are 
anticipated every two years unless something changes.  
The cost of the preventive maintenance is $500 twice a year.

DOES MAINTENANCE MATTER?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Divide into Small groups review a case study of two fan systems, one that is not maintained versus one that is tightly maintained using preventive and predictive maintenance.Option A:	An induced draft fan that costs $40,000/year to operate serves a boiler. Twice a year, it receives the following preventive maintenance:  The bearings are greased, the motor is cleaned, and the bearings in the dampers are greased. Last year, the fan broke down due to a bearing failure. This breakdown caused a five- hour production outage. Lost production cost $10,000/hour.  Similar outages are anticipated every two years unless something changes.  The cost of the preventive maintenance is $500 twice a year. Preventive Maintenance = $________/yr_   Lost Production = $ __________/yr   Option B:An induced draft fan that costs $40,000/year to operate serves a boiler. Three times a year, it receives the following preventive maintenance:  The bearings are greased, the motor is cleaned, and the bearings in the dampers are greased. It receives the following predictive maintenance: The bearings are monitored for vibration once a month.The electrical supply is checked every other year. Last year, vibration monitoring picked up a faulty bearing, which maintenance was able to change out during a brief planned outage. A failure was avoided, so there was no lost production time.  Two years ago, a check of the electrical supply found that one of the connections in the electrical panel had worked itself loose and was causing a voltage unbalance. The situation was corrected before the motor sustained any damage.  The cost of the preventive maintenance is $500 three times a year.  The cost of the predictive maintenance includes $200 every month for vibration monitoring and $500 every other year to check the electrical supply. Preventive Maintenance/year = $ ___________            Predictive Maintenance/year = $ ___________ 



Option #2:  
An induced draft fan that costs $40,000/year to operate serves a boiler. Three times a year, it 
receives the following preventive maintenance:

 The bearings are greased 
 The motor is cleaned
 The bearings in the dampers are greased

It receives the following predictive maintenance:
 The bearings are monitored for vibration once a month
 The electrical supply is checked every other year

Last year, vibration monitoring picked up a faulty bearing, which maintenance was able to 
change out during a brief planned outage. A failure was avoided, so there was no lost 
production time.
Two years ago, a check of the electrical supply found that one of the connections in the 
electrical panel had worked itself loose and was causing a voltage unbalance. The situation 
was corrected before the motor sustained any damage.
The cost of the preventive maintenance is $500 three times a year.
The cost of the predictive maintenance includes $200 every month for vibration monitoring 
and $500 every other year to check the electrical supply.

DOES MAINTENANCE MATTER?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Divide into Small groups review a case study of two fan systems, one that is not maintained versus one that is tightly maintained using preventive and predictive maintenance.Option A:	An induced draft fan that costs $40,000/year to operate serves a boiler. Twice a year, it receives the following preventive maintenance:  The bearings are greased, the motor is cleaned, and the bearings in the dampers are greased. Last year, the fan broke down due to a bearing failure. This breakdown caused a five- hour production outage. Lost production cost $10,000/hour.  Similar outages are anticipated every two years unless something changes.  The cost of the preventive maintenance is $500 twice a year. Preventive Maintenance = $________/yr_   Lost Production = $ __________/yr   Option B:An induced draft fan that costs $40,000/year to operate serves a boiler. Three times a year, it receives the following preventive maintenance:  The bearings are greased, the motor is cleaned, and the bearings in the dampers are greased. It receives the following predictive maintenance: The bearings are monitored for vibration once a month.The electrical supply is checked every other year. Last year, vibration monitoring picked up a faulty bearing, which maintenance was able to change out during a brief planned outage. A failure was avoided, so there was no lost production time.  Two years ago, a check of the electrical supply found that one of the connections in the electrical panel had worked itself loose and was causing a voltage unbalance. The situation was corrected before the motor sustained any damage.  The cost of the preventive maintenance is $500 three times a year.  The cost of the predictive maintenance includes $200 every month for vibration monitoring and $500 every other year to check the electrical supply. Preventive Maintenance/year = $ ___________            Predictive Maintenance/year = $ ___________ 



Life Cycle Cost Analysis Option 1 Option 2
Installation Costs

(occurs in Year 1)                                                            A

1. Preventative Maintenance 
(recurring annual cost)                                                    1

2. Predictive Maintenance 
(recurring annual cost)                                                        2

3. Energy
(recurring annual cost)                                                      3

4. Lost Production                         
(recurring annual cost)                                                          4

Annual Cost              B = (1+2+3+4)

Cumulative Outlay end Year 1 =A+B

Cumulative Outlay end Year 2
= A+B+B

N/A

$1,000 $1,500

N/A

$44,150$66,000

$66,000 $44,150

$132,000 $88,300

$40,000 $40,000
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$       0 $2,650

$25,000 $       0

DOES MAINTENANCE MATTER?
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PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENTS

 More rigorous environmental standards 
= 16% higher labor productivity 

 Workers with a view performed 10% to 
25% better on tests of mental function 
and memory recall

32

Presenter
Presentation Notes
19Delmas, Magali A. and Pekovic, Sanja (2012). Environmental standards and labor productivity: Understanding the mechanisms that sustain sustainability. Accessed Sept. 26, 2012 viahttp://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/job.1827/pdf20Heschong Mahone Group, Inc. (2003). Windows and Offices: A Study of Office Worker Performance and the Indoor Environment –CEC Pier 2003. Accessed Nov. 22, 2011 via http://h-m-g.com/projects/daylighting/summaries%20on%20daylighting.htm



HR COSTS

 Labor is typically the 1st or 2nd largest 
cost for companies.

 Companies with sustainability goals 
have higher employee rentention, better 
recruitment, & reduced turnover.

 Reduced turnover means less time 
working understaffed, searching for 
talent, training, and bringing productivity 
back to 100%. 33

Presenter
Presentation Notes
19Delmas, Magali A. and Pekovic, Sanja (2012). Environmental standards and labor productivity: Understanding the mechanisms that sustain sustainability. Accessed Sept. 26, 2012 viahttp://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/job.1827/pdf20Heschong Mahone Group, Inc. (2003). Windows and Offices: A Study of Office Worker Performance and the Indoor Environment –CEC Pier 2003. Accessed Nov. 22, 2011 via http://h-m-g.com/projects/daylighting/summaries%20on%20daylighting.htm



HEALTHIER BUILDINGS
In terms of health care costs, 

building retrofits which improved the indoor 
environment of a building resulted in 
reductions of: 

• Communicable respiratory diseases of 
9-20% less; 

• Allergies and asthma of 18-25% less; 

• Non-specific health and discomfort 
effects of 20-50% less.

34

Presenter
Presentation Notes
29Fisk, William J. (2000). Health and Productivity Gains from Better Indoor Environments and their Implications for the U.S. Department of Energy. Accessed Sept. 24, 2012 viahttp://energy.lbl.gov/ie/viaq/pubs/lbnl-47458.pdf
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HEALTHIER LIGHTING
Light influences how productive we are at work, how 
well we learn, and how quickly we recover from illness. 
New products promote health – usually by adjusting the 
brightness and color of the light during the day to mimic 
natural light.

36



COLOR TEMPERATURE (CCT)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Color Temperature: of a lamp describes the appearance of the light generated compared to the perceived color of a blackbody radiator at that temperature on the absolute temperature scale (Kelvin scale) NOTE: read as “Kelvins” not “degrees Kelvin”.Different light bulbs emit different colors of light. Lighting color ranges from cool to warm tones, and is known as color temperature. The color temperature of a light source indicates the color of the light emitted measured in degrees Kelvin. Color Temperature is not an indicator of lamp heat. Daylight: 6300 K



COLOR TEMPERATURE

38

IHG Brand hotels launched pilot of new 
“human-centric lighting” in 2019.

Tuned LED colors enable better circadian 
rhythm syncing for better quality sleep.



AUTOMATED CONTROL SYSTEMS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since people are hard to control, and turning lights on and off isn’t a key task, automated controls have proved much more effective and reliable methods of turning lights off when not needed.Dimmers are devices used to vary the brightness of a light. By decreasing or increasing the RMS voltage and hence the mean power to the lamp it is possible to vary the intensity of the light output. Although variable-voltage devices are used for various purposes, the term dimmer is generally reserved for those intended to control resistive incandescent, halogen and more recently compact fluorescent (CFL) lighting. More specialized pulse-width modulation equipment is needed to dim fluorescent, mercury vapor,solid state and other arc lighting.Dimmers range in size from small units the size of a normal light switch used for domestic lighting to high power units used in large theatre or architectural lighting installations. Small domestic dimmers are generally directly controlled, although remote control systems (such as X10) are available. Modern professional dimmers are generally controlled by a digital control system like DMX or DALI. In newer systems these protocols are often used in conjunction with ethernet.In the professional lighting industry changes in intensity are called “fades” and can be “fade up” or “fade down”. Dimmers with direct manual control had a limit on the speed they could be varied at but this issue has been largely eliminated with modern digital units (although very fast changes in brightness may still be avoided for other reasons like lamp life).Modern dimmers are built from silicon-controlled rectifiers (SCR) instead of potentiometers or variable resistors because they have higher efficiency. A variable resistor would dissipate power by heat (efficiency as low as 0.5). By switching on and off, theoretically a silicon-controlled rectifier dimmer does not heat up (efficiency close to 1.0).(Wikipedia)It is very important that an automated system be commissioned and in working order from the beginning. Too often controls are turned over to the user without the system being fully tested and set up.  This can lead to the system not working for people and thus not saving energy and ultimately to people by-passing the system and rendering it ineffective.



WIRELESS CONTROL SYSTEMS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since people are hard to control, and turning lights on and off isn’t a key task, automated controls have proved much more effective and reliable methods of turning lights off when not needed.Dimmers are devices used to vary the brightness of a light. By decreasing or increasing the RMS voltage and hence the mean power to the lamp it is possible to vary the intensity of the light output. Although variable-voltage devices are used for various purposes, the term dimmer is generally reserved for those intended to control resistive incandescent, halogen and more recently compact fluorescent (CFL) lighting. More specialized pulse-width modulation equipment is needed to dim fluorescent, mercury vapor,solid state and other arc lighting.Dimmers range in size from small units the size of a normal light switch used for domestic lighting to high power units used in large theatre or architectural lighting installations. Small domestic dimmers are generally directly controlled, although remote control systems (such as X10) are available. Modern professional dimmers are generally controlled by a digital control system like DMX or DALI. In newer systems these protocols are often used in conjunction with ethernet.In the professional lighting industry changes in intensity are called “fades” and can be “fade up” or “fade down”. Dimmers with direct manual control had a limit on the speed they could be varied at but this issue has been largely eliminated with modern digital units (although very fast changes in brightness may still be avoided for other reasons like lamp life).Modern dimmers are built from silicon-controlled rectifiers (SCR) instead of potentiometers or variable resistors because they have higher efficiency. A variable resistor would dissipate power by heat (efficiency as low as 0.5). By switching on and off, theoretically a silicon-controlled rectifier dimmer does not heat up (efficiency close to 1.0).(Wikipedia)It is very important that an automated system be commissioned and in working order from the beginning. Too often controls are turned over to the user without the system being fully tested and set up.  This can lead to the system not working for people and thus not saving energy and ultimately to people by-passing the system and rendering it ineffective.



WIRELESS CONTROL SYSTEMS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since people are hard to control, and turning lights on and off isn’t a key task, automated controls have proved much more effective and reliable methods of turning lights off when not needed.Dimmers are devices used to vary the brightness of a light. By decreasing or increasing the RMS voltage and hence the mean power to the lamp it is possible to vary the intensity of the light output. Although variable-voltage devices are used for various purposes, the term dimmer is generally reserved for those intended to control resistive incandescent, halogen and more recently compact fluorescent (CFL) lighting. More specialized pulse-width modulation equipment is needed to dim fluorescent, mercury vapor,solid state and other arc lighting.Dimmers range in size from small units the size of a normal light switch used for domestic lighting to high power units used in large theatre or architectural lighting installations. Small domestic dimmers are generally directly controlled, although remote control systems (such as X10) are available. Modern professional dimmers are generally controlled by a digital control system like DMX or DALI. In newer systems these protocols are often used in conjunction with ethernet.In the professional lighting industry changes in intensity are called “fades” and can be “fade up” or “fade down”. Dimmers with direct manual control had a limit on the speed they could be varied at but this issue has been largely eliminated with modern digital units (although very fast changes in brightness may still be avoided for other reasons like lamp life).Modern dimmers are built from silicon-controlled rectifiers (SCR) instead of potentiometers or variable resistors because they have higher efficiency. A variable resistor would dissipate power by heat (efficiency as low as 0.5). By switching on and off, theoretically a silicon-controlled rectifier dimmer does not heat up (efficiency close to 1.0).(Wikipedia)It is very important that an automated system be commissioned and in working order from the beginning. Too often controls are turned over to the user without the system being fully tested and set up.  This can lead to the system not working for people and thus not saving energy and ultimately to people by-passing the system and rendering it ineffective.



WIRELESS CONTROL SYSTEMS
 Easy to retrofit
 Create new zones using existing 

junction boxes
 One power pack can control multiple 

fixtures
 Dimmable 
 Works with fluorescent or LED
 Integrate daylight harvesting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since people are hard to control, and turning lights on and off isn’t a key task, automated controls have proved much more effective and reliable methods of turning lights off when not needed.Dimmers are devices used to vary the brightness of a light. By decreasing or increasing the RMS voltage and hence the mean power to the lamp it is possible to vary the intensity of the light output. Although variable-voltage devices are used for various purposes, the term dimmer is generally reserved for those intended to control resistive incandescent, halogen and more recently compact fluorescent (CFL) lighting. More specialized pulse-width modulation equipment is needed to dim fluorescent, mercury vapor,solid state and other arc lighting.Dimmers range in size from small units the size of a normal light switch used for domestic lighting to high power units used in large theatre or architectural lighting installations. Small domestic dimmers are generally directly controlled, although remote control systems (such as X10) are available. Modern professional dimmers are generally controlled by a digital control system like DMX or DALI. In newer systems these protocols are often used in conjunction with ethernet.In the professional lighting industry changes in intensity are called “fades” and can be “fade up” or “fade down”. Dimmers with direct manual control had a limit on the speed they could be varied at but this issue has been largely eliminated with modern digital units (although very fast changes in brightness may still be avoided for other reasons like lamp life).Modern dimmers are built from silicon-controlled rectifiers (SCR) instead of potentiometers or variable resistors because they have higher efficiency. A variable resistor would dissipate power by heat (efficiency as low as 0.5). By switching on and off, theoretically a silicon-controlled rectifier dimmer does not heat up (efficiency close to 1.0).(Wikipedia)It is very important that an automated system be commissioned and in working order from the beginning. Too often controls are turned over to the user without the system being fully tested and set up.  This can lead to the system not working for people and thus not saving energy and ultimately to people by-passing the system and rendering it ineffective.



WIRELESS CONTROL SYSTEMS

Control HVAC w/ 
occ. sensor

Occ. SensorWireless relay 
above ceiling

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since people are hard to control, and turning lights on and off isn’t a key task, automated controls have proved much more effective and reliable methods of turning lights off when not needed.Dimmers are devices used to vary the brightness of a light. By decreasing or increasing the RMS voltage and hence the mean power to the lamp it is possible to vary the intensity of the light output. Although variable-voltage devices are used for various purposes, the term dimmer is generally reserved for those intended to control resistive incandescent, halogen and more recently compact fluorescent (CFL) lighting. More specialized pulse-width modulation equipment is needed to dim fluorescent, mercury vapor,solid state and other arc lighting.Dimmers range in size from small units the size of a normal light switch used for domestic lighting to high power units used in large theatre or architectural lighting installations. Small domestic dimmers are generally directly controlled, although remote control systems (such as X10) are available. Modern professional dimmers are generally controlled by a digital control system like DMX or DALI. In newer systems these protocols are often used in conjunction with ethernet.In the professional lighting industry changes in intensity are called “fades” and can be “fade up” or “fade down”. Dimmers with direct manual control had a limit on the speed they could be varied at but this issue has been largely eliminated with modern digital units (although very fast changes in brightness may still be avoided for other reasons like lamp life).Modern dimmers are built from silicon-controlled rectifiers (SCR) instead of potentiometers or variable resistors because they have higher efficiency. A variable resistor would dissipate power by heat (efficiency as low as 0.5). By switching on and off, theoretically a silicon-controlled rectifier dimmer does not heat up (efficiency close to 1.0).(Wikipedia)It is very important that an automated system be commissioned and in working order from the beginning. Too often controls are turned over to the user without the system being fully tested and set up.  This can lead to the system not working for people and thus not saving energy and ultimately to people by-passing the system and rendering it ineffective.



WIRELESS STAIRWELL SOLUTION
ALL lights 
automatically 
brighten when 
sensor 
indicates a 
person has 
entered.

ALL lights stay 
on until person 
has exited.

Adjustable 
dimmability.



INSTANT-FIT LED RETROFITS
 Plug 'n play solution

 No rewiring

 Leave your existing 
electronic ballast

 2100 Lumens

 4000K

 17-Watt

45



DRIVER-LESS LEDS
 Drivers are often the first component of 

a lighting system to fail

 Power system for lighting using a 
central hub, with each fitting connected 
directly to a bus cable. 

 The latest innovation is power-over-
Ethernet, which provides electricity 
through data cables.
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No electrode
Long life
Good efficacy 
Good CRI
Compact beam

PLASMA LAMPS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Very small bulb that burns very hot. The bulb is surrounded by a heat sink.  The entire fixture is pretty robust and easy to replace parts. Compared to an LED fixture with a large and possibly integrated heat sink, it may be a lower cost alternative.  



PLASMA STREETLIGHT RETROFITS

48

600 LEP-based street lights installed 
in Scottsburg, IN 
Chose LEP based on its "brighter 

output, exceptional color quality, 
greater energy savings, and long 
life." 
Projects $70,000 in annual energy 

savings – in part due to the fact that 
the LEP lights can be dimmed down 
to 20% of full brightness. 
Rated for a 50,000-hour life.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jim binkley 8127523199



LED SKYLIGHTS



GRAPHENE LED
 Discovered in 2004, Graphene is a 

transparent electrode material that is 
ideal for use in electrical and optical 
devices. 

 High conductivity = brighter, longer-
lasting and more efficient sources

 No self-heating issue because of 
graphene’s ability to spread heat and 
reduce thermal boundary resistance.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Kelly Weger
Lead Project Manager -
Sustainability
Purdue Manufacturing Extension 
Partnership
734.320.5908
weger@purdue.edu
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